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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; A pocket-sized German reference for secondary
school students looking for a dictionary that is modern, up-to-date, clear and easy to use.
Developed for home study, and to be used in the classroom. * Especially designed for school
students, and is ideal in the classroom, at home and during exams. * It contains all the words and
phrases students will need, with key curriculum words highlighted, all essential phrases covered,
and thousands of examples to show how German is really used. * The clear colour layout and
alphabet tabs down the side of each page lead the students to the information they need quickly
and without fuss. All main translations are underlined to help users go straight to the answer they
are looking for. * The dictionary includes language tips and culture notes throughout the text. * Ich
bin, du bist.German verbs made easy! Each verb on the German side of the dictionary is cross-
referred to a comprehensive verb guide, with full conjugations and example phrases showing the
verb used in context. Also available in French and Spanish. Other titles available in the Collins
German dictionary range are the Collins German School Gem, Collins Easy...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is easy in read through safer to comprehend. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been printed in an extremely simple way
and is particularly simply right after i finished reading through this pdf where actually modified me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Clementina Cole V-- Ms. Clementina Cole V

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of the pdf. You may like how the
article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosario Durgan-- Rosario Durgan
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